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Shrek vs shaggy n word pass

youtube.com/watch?... youtu.be/yX9CvI... N-Word Saga: Chapter I Moto Moto and Shaggy VS Shrenos: Search Oogway's Body Shrek vs. Shaggy: Battle on the Last N Word Pass is a video created by RobenSikk. Twelfth episode of MEME VERSE Chronicles. Plot [edit source] After
defeating Big Chungus with a Shrenos dimension and causing Shrenos to despair, Shrek realized that he was trapped inside. All he had was his sword and the legendary N-Word Pass that he got in the fight. But temporary peace will not be a long time. In his quest to get all six letters of the
legendary N-Word Pass so that his captain Donkey could finally say the N-Word, Shaggy was led to the aforementioned dimension, where he felt the presence of the letter. He would walk into it through the site to find that Shrek was protecting it. Shaggy told Shrek that if he doesn't give in to
The Pass, he's taking it from him. Shrek won't let Pass fall into his hands as evil as Shaggy's, so he doesn't put it. Shrek threw the sword into the shaggy to kill him, but he stopped it and took the axe. Shaggy used his strength, and Shrek jumped beside him, shreming both hands. Next he
killed Shaggy, but that was when Shrek realized that Shaggy was just using a projection of himself to fight him. Shaggy respawned and they continued struggling. Eventually, Shaggy became tired of Shrek, and tried to snap him. Shrek shifted his swamp sense to protect himself, and then
had a mega jump crush on another projection of Shaggy. Shrek knew that the only way to defeat Shaggy was to make Shaggy appear in his true form. To make sure he was strong enough to challenge Shaggy, Shrek used the last of his swamp sense to call his most poweful weapon: his
MIDI. Just as Shrek hoped, Shaggy decided to stop using predictions and fight him man to man. Shrek started playing in the Final Countdown for midi to charge his power. He shot a light swamp energy shaggy, and Shaggy shot an energy beam in Shrek's swamp to stop him from gaining
energy. Little did Shrek know Shaggy was absorbing Shrek's power. When Shaggy had absorbed enough swamp power, he turned Shrek's power toward him. He ran over to Shrek and caused his MIDI desperation Then they started fighting each other with their bare hands, Shrek received
serious injury, but kept fighting until Shaggy's fatal attack. After Shrek's death, Pinkain took the N-Word post off of his dead body. Now Shaggy had the last pass. His master could finally say the unburdened, true form of the N-Word and end the universe, once for all of them. All he had to do
was get it for him. Having injuries as well, he slowly walked away from the scene. Characters[edit source] Trivia[edit | edit source] This episode has been deleted from Youtube on April 9, 2019 due to Copystrike from NBC Universal, in character: Shrek This episode is now only available on
his second channel - R0binS1kk This there is also a version with captions at Bob's Bob's - Bob Saites [rediģēt | edit avots] Shrek VS Pinkains Battle For Last N-Word Pass reupload (bloķēts atkal) Reupload by Aleksei Caption Version by Bob Bob
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